INTRODUCTION

For example, take the National Football League (NFL). At the start of the 2016 NFL season, mixed-race San Francisco 49ers quarterback Colin Kaepernick began the practice of taking a knee during the pregame playing of the national anthem as a silent protest against racial injustice in the United States—injustice exemplified by the numerous fatal shootings of unarmed black men by white police
officers that created the Black Lives Matter movement. As Kaeper-
nick’s protest spread among other players, a vocal, racially corre-
lated backlash emerged among roughly half of the polled American public. Newly elected President Donald Trump condemned the protesters as unpatriotic Americans who did not support our troops during a time of war and urged NFL owners to fire any “son of a bitch” player who took a knee. Colin Kaepernick has since been left without a job in professional football. The message is clear. Whites are allowed to engage in what can amount to lethal discrimination against racial minorities in the United States, but minorities are not allowed even to complain about their mistreatment. To raise such concerns would be disloyal and unpatriotic. It would be un-American. And, of course, this is only one of the myriad examples that provide operative meaning to the “liberty and justice for all” to which members of oppressed racial minority groups are expected to pledge their allegiance without pro-
test.

It is said that the truth will set you free. As Michael Lawrence has pointed out, that seems to be the idea behind the suggestion that a truth and reconciliation process might help the United States transform its enduring attachment to the principle of racial inequality into a more admirable attachment to the principle of racial justice. But the truth is that the United States is so firmly committed to the doctrine of white supremacy that any escape from the gravitational force of that doctrine seems simply unimaginable. In fact, racial inequality appears to be a constitutive element of United States culture. Even a glimpse at the racially correlated manner in which benefits and burdens are distributed throughout the society makes this inequality apparent. The United States has always placed the interest of whites above the interest of racial minorities. It formally did so in the past. It tacitly does so in the present. And all indications are that it will persistently do so in the future. This conclusion is supported by historical,
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statistical, attitudinal, and judicial evidence attesting to the depth of the culture’s commitment to racial inequality. In fact, the unspoken understanding that white people are more entitled than racial minorities to share in the nation’s privileges and immunities is simply part of what it means to be an American. The strikingly discriminatory distribution of virtually all important societal resources speaks for itself. *Race ipsa loquitur.*

Despite the nation’s silent commitment to the concept of white supremacy, another constitutive element of United States culture is the culture’s need to deny the existence of its discriminatory inclinations. When a truth becomes so distasteful that it challenges the foundational principles on which a culture erects its moral structure, that truth must be suppressed at all costs. As a result, it is often hardest to convince people of what they already know to be true. When we expend considerable time and energy insisting on the absence of a troublesome truth, we can ourselves come to disregard even its conspicuous presence. The divergence between the equal protection that the United States Constitution guarantees to its racial minorities—and the inferiority that the Constitution routinely permits its privileged whites to inflict on those minorities—is sufficiently striking that reconciling the two has become a formidable task. But the culture has always relied heavily on the Supreme Court to perform that function. By generating constitutional doctrines that marginalize the significance of discrimination, the Supreme Court has successfully redefined the concept of equality in ways that protect the continuing practice of racial subordination. Our cultural commitment to the principle of racial equality has proven to be more rhetorical than real. What now passes for racial reconciliation, therefore, has less to do with reconciling the races than it does with reconciling the divergence between our lofty equal protection values and the baser discriminatory practices in which we habitually engage.

There are remedial actions that the culture could take to reduce discrimination and promote racial equality. Addressing racially disparate impact, rather than engaging in metaphysical debates about the presence or absence of discriminatory intent, would do a lot to reduce the pervasiveness of racial inequality. But one of the social functions that we ask the Supreme Court to perform for us is that of invalidating such remedial actions whenever they threaten to undermine existing white privilege. Obligingly, the Court now invokes the equal protection principle to hold unconstitutional the very remedial measures that are most likely to foster racial reconciliation. From
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school desegregation, to employment discrimination, voting discrimination, redistricting, and affirmative action, the Court now reads the constitutional conception of equality actually to require the perpetuation of racial subordination. The Court’s decisions may seem like sound social policy to some, but they will ring true only in a culture that has committed itself to the maintenance of white supremacy.

I have spent most of my professional career arguing that the Supreme Court helps the white majority oppress racial minorities by deeming such oppression to be something that is compelled by the Constitution. But the allure of the racial discrimination to which we
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are committed nevertheless remains irresistible. Far from moving us toward a process of racial reconciliation, the current political climate seems only to have revitalized and increased our divisiveness. However, hope springs eternal, and the paradox is this: The one thing that we would have to accept as a prerequisite to achieving any meaningful level of racial reconciliation in the United States is the frank realization that the United States has no desire whatsoever to achieve any meaningful level of racial reconciliation. But perhaps it is that truth that may someday set us free. Ironically, if we reconcile ourselves to the inevitability of our discriminatory inclinations, we may be able to counteract those inclinations by fabricating an approximation of the genuine racial equality that we seem otherwise unable to achieve.

The goal of this Article is to make the existence of invidious racial discrimination in the United States so palpable that it can no longer be denied. Part I argues that racial inequality is so pervasive, unconscious, and structural that it has simply become an assumed fixture of United States and is rarely even noticed. Section I.A describes the history of racial subordination in the United States. Section I.B invokes the concept of disparate impact to illustrate the continuing manifestations of invidious discrimination in contemporary culture. Part II describes the manner in which the culture nevertheless chooses to deny the existence of continuing racial discrimination, even in the face of such stark racial disparities. Section II.A attributes this denial to cultural biases that can be conscious, blatant, implicit, or structural. Section II.B describes the way in which the Supreme Court has...
invoked the doctrinal distractions of intent and racial balance to sanitize the culture’s commitment to racial stratification and divert attention from the Court’s de facto protection of white privilege. The Article concludes that meaningful racial reconciliation could be achieved in the United States only if United States culture were willing to act on a truth about its racial values that it is unlikely ever to admit.

I. DISCRIMINATION

The United States pursues myriad social policies that have a racially disparate impact—policies from which there seems to be no means of escape. Those policies benefit whites and adversely affect minorities in ways that are both striking and undeniable. Whether intentional, unconscious, or structural, the discriminatory effect of those policies is the same. And discriminatory effect is what matters. The suggestion that racially disparate impact can simply be disregarded—or deflected by doctrinal inquiries into the presence or absence of discriminatory intent—merely constitutes a mechanism for perpetuating racial oppression. It does nothing whatsoever to make the problem go away. If the problem of racial discrimination in the United States is ever to be solved—and there is no particular reason for optimism in this regard—it seems that the first step must be to stop denying its existence.

A. Then

The United States has been firmly committed to the ideology of white supremacy since before it became the United States.\(^8\) Belief in the racial inferiority of blacks was an integral part of American chattel slavery, which is traceable to the importation of the first African slaves into the colony of Jamestown in 1619.\(^9\) Viewing blacks as inferior to whites made it easier for whites to justify the brutal regime of racial subordination that they would adopt in order to depict slaves as

8. See generally Spann, Racial Rights, supra note 7 (describing an earlier version of the history of white supremacy ideology in the United States).
property rather than human beings. Before the Civil War, even free blacks were subjected to official discrimination based on their racial inferiority. Prejudice was also used to create a racial caste system that successfully prevented black and white laboring classes from forming natural coalitions on the basis of shared economic interests that would threaten the interests of white elites. The doctrine of white supremacy was not ultimately limited to blacks. It would eventually mature to justify the nineteenth century exploitation, forced relocation, and eventual genocide of indigenous Indians; the passage of Chinese exclusion laws that barred immigration by a race deemed unfit to become American citizens or compete with American workers for jobs; and discrimination against annexed Mexicans and Irish immigrants (who were then viewed as a separate racial group).

Although the Declaration of Independence recognized the “self-evident” truth that “all men are created equal,” the 1789 United States Constitution contained several provisions that were nevertheless intended to protect the institution of chattel slavery. Article I, § 9, clause 1 prohibited Congress from abolishing the slave trade until 1808, and it authorized the federal taxation of imported slaves. Article I, § 2, clause 3 apportioned seats in the House of Representatives on the basis of population, counting a slave as three-fifths of a white person. Article IV, § 2, clause 3, by clear inference though not in express language, prohibited one state from according free status to slaves who had escaped from another state. The Supreme Court’s decision in Dred Scott v. Sanford held that, because slaves were property rather than citizens, Congress could not abolish slavery in the federal territories.

The Civil War resulted in the abolition of slavery—during the War by the 1863 Emancipation Proclamation in the seceding southern
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states that were not occupied by Union troops and nationwide after the
War by the 1865 ratification of the Thirteenth Amendment. But
southern states responded by adopting “black codes,” which denied
blacks basic civil rights, including the right to vote, sue, testify in
court, serve on juries, and engage in interracial marriages. The fed-
eral government invalidated most provisions of the black codes
through legislation and the adoption of two additional post-Civil War
Reconstruction amendments. The 1868 Fourteenth Amendment
granted citizenship to former black slaves and nominally guaran-
teed them the privileges and immunities of citizenship, due process, and
equal protection of the laws. The 1870 Fifteenth Amendment
nominally granted former black slaves the right to vote. However, when
political considerations brought Reconstruction to an end after the
1877 withdrawal of federal troops from the South, southern states
adopted a Jim Crow regime of oppressive racial segregation and sec-
ond-class citizenship for blacks.

The South was able to replace slavery with a racial caste system
that restored de facto slavery on the basis of peonage for blacks who
entered employment contracts with their former masters and convict
labor from vagrancy convictions for blacks who did not enter such
contracts. In addition, Ku Klux Klan lynchings and terrorism
prevented blacks from exercising the remaining civil rights that they
had been granted by the Reconstruction amendments. This process
was facilitated by Supreme Court invalidation or narrow construction
of federal legislation and the Reconstruction amendments that had
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been adopted to protect former black slaves—most notably the 1869 decision upholding official government sponsored racial segregation in *Plessy v. Ferguson*. After *Plessy*, racial antagonism and white supremacy escalated in the South and were activated in the North. They took the official form of additional segregation laws, discriminatory administration of voting registration standards, literacy tests and poll taxes for voting, and white primaries. They took the unofficial form of fraud, intimidation, lynchings, and race riots.

The Supreme Court overruled *Plessy* in its 1954 *Brown v. Board of Education* decision, which invalidated the separate but equal doctrine that permitted racial segregation. But after *Brown*, official de jure segregation was simply replaced by unofficial de facto segregation. Although the political response to *Brown* eventually produced the Civil Rights Movement of the 1950s and 1960s that resulted in some desegregation of southern schools, neither the Supreme Court nor the political climate was prepared to tolerate desegregation of schools in the North or the West, where segregation tended to be produced by residential patterns rather than state laws. Subsequently, even southern schools became largely resegregated, this time on a de facto basis that enabled them to circumvent the desegregation requirement of *Brown*. The Civil Rights Movement also produced legislative efforts to protect racial minority rights, including the Civil Rights Act of 1964, the Voting Rights Act of 1965, and the Fair Housing Act of 1968. But like the school desegregation effort, the remedial effect of such civil rights legislation was eventually limited
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by a Supreme Court reflecting a political climate that had again become hostile to the interests of racial minorities.29

The real legacy of Brown entails its use as a tool that the white majority can use to invalidate remedial measures, such as affirmative action and race-conscious redistricting, that threaten the continuation of white privilege.30 The role that white privilege has played in the history of the United States provides a context in which current United States racial policies can be assessed. The stark racially disparate impact of current policies suggests that the doctrine of white supremacy is still in force.

B. Now

For years, legal experts, political scientists, and judges who pay attention to racial inequality have stressed that racial minorities in the United States are not nearly as well off as whites. This is true with respect to most measures of societal wellbeing—including wealth, income, education, employment, housing, health care, incarceration, and personal safety.31 Most people have undoubtedly seen versions of the

29. See SPANN, RACE AGAINST THE COURT, supra note 7, at 3 (discussing Supreme Court decisions limiting the scope and effect of civil rights legislation).
following statistics before. Indeed, many of them simply come from my reading of the daily newspapers. However, my fear is that racial disparities have become so normalized that they now elude meaningful notice. My hope is to confront people with the stark invidiousness of the numbers—magnified by their cumulative effect—so that any tedium that sets in during their recitation will serve as a telling reminder of our lack of concern for the discrimination that the numbers represent and for the routinized white supremacy that we have been conditioned to overlook.

In 1968, the Kerner Commission Report concluded that “[o]ur nation is moving toward two societies, one black, one white—separate and unequal.”32 The Report suggested that white racism was one of the causes of the urban riots that occurred during the 1960s, and that things would get worse unless de facto segregation was reduced and educational, housing, employment, and social service opportunities for blacks and other minorities were increased.33 But we did not pay attention. A new study shows that, fifty years later, the underlying problems still exist and are now getting worse.34 As a statistical matter, it is much better to be white than to be a member of a racial minority group in the United States. Whites get more of the benefits that the nation has to offer, and racial minorities are forced to bear more of the burdens. The numbers tell a story that is both stark and disturbing.


33. See id. at 1-2.

1. Money

Racial minorities do not have as much money as whites. Recent governmental statistics show that the black median household income is less than 60% of the median white household income. In addition, the poverty rate for blacks is more than twice the poverty rate for non-Latino whites. Because of gaps in banking regulations, it is also more expensive for minorities than whites to maintain bank accounts. Whites need to keep 28% of their paychecks deposited to avoid account fees while the amount for Latinos is 54% and for blacks is 60%. Economic racial disparities are dramatically more striking when wealth is considered.

A typical white household has sixteen times the wealth of a black one. The Demos Racial Wealth Audit tool reveals that the median white household had $111,146 in wealth in 2011, the median Latino household had only $8,348, and the median black household had a mere $7,113. Moreover, the median net worth of blacks has gone down rather than up. In 2013, the median wealth of a white household was $141,900, thirteen times the median wealth of a black household. An Urban Institute report described in a November 2, 2016 Washington Post article found that the net worth of white households in the Washington, D.C. region was eighty-one times higher than that of black households. These sorts of numbers get worse ra-

ther than better over time because the racial wealth gap is increasing rather than decreasing.

If current trends continue, the median household wealth for black Americans will fall to $0 by 2053 and will fall to $0 for Latino Americans two decades later. By 2020 median black household wealth will lose nearly 18% of its 2013 value, and median Latino household wealth will lose 12% of its 2013 value. During the same time period, median white household wealth will increase by 3%, and it is projected to be eighty-six times more than black household wealth and sixty-eight times more than Latino household wealth.

The average net worth of single black women—women who raise 60% of black children—is $100. Twenty-five percent of black families have less than five dollars in savings. Poor whites have living experiences that are more comparable to the living experiences of middle-class blacks than to poor blacks. Blacks who make more than $100,000 per year live in neighborhoods that are more disadvantaged than neighborhoods in which whites who make $30,000 live. Poor blacks are rivaled in their poverty only by poor indigenous Indians.

Most government handouts go to middle-class and wealthy whites rather than underprivileged minorities. Half of such government benefits go to the wealthiest 5% of taxpaying households. The bottom 60% receive only 4% of such benefits. A new study shows that, when black and white boys grow up in similarly advantaged environments with similar family structures, the white boys as adults will have greater incomes than the black boys as adults. This finding is exacerbated when boys start out in
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economically disadvantaged circumstances. The ensuing income gap seems to be traceable entirely to differential treatment based on race. Interestingly, the gap does not exist with black and white girls.52

In his book Not a Crime to Be Poor, Peter Edelman has not only illustrated the many ways in which the United States criminalizes poverty but has emphasized that poverty and race are so interconnected that we are often effectively criminalizing race as well.53 The infamous “stay or pay” fleecing phenomenon, under which indigent people arrested for minor traffic or “broken windows” offenses are kept in prison if they cannot afford to pay the money for bail, is a practice that disproportionately affects blacks and Latinos. In Tulsa, Oklahoma, police cars are regularly placed at stop signs in order to arrest people for rolling stops, but they only do this in black neighborhoods.54

Minority defendants who cannot pay fines, court costs, public defender fees, probation fees, and various other fees, are disproportionately held in criminal contempt. This further increases their indebtedness, which they are once again unable to pay, which once again results in the imposition of additional fines, costs, fees, and so on—creating a system that has been referred to as “cash register justice.”55 The system has also been referred to as “pay to stay” because prisoners are also often charged for room, board, and other administrative fees while they are incarcerated—creating a vicious cycle of fees that indigent prisoners will never be able to repay, thereby putting them in a “cradle-to-coffin pipeline.”56 Some indigents are able to escape the system by agreeing to perform versions of community service that bear an alarming resemblance to the post-Reconstruction peonage system that the South used to recreate de facto slavery after the Civil War.57

The racially disparate impact of such practices is so striking that it has been referred to as a predatory practice that uses “the courts as a tool to continue systemic racism.”58 Racial disparities also exist for
indigent minority students who are cited for disciplinary infractions that place them in the school-to-prison pipeline.\textsuperscript{59} Municipalities also use crime-free nuisance ordinances to exclude racial minorities, requiring landlords to evict tenants who do things like make too many 911 calls or arrest people for being homeless.\textsuperscript{60} Racially disproportionate mass incarceration rates also exacerbate indigency by taking incarcerated parents out of the work force, resulting in both family disruptions and an inability to provide child support.\textsuperscript{61} Racial discrimination breeds indigency, which in turn breeds more racial discrimination.

2. Education

White people have better educational opportunities than racial minorities in part because countless schools in the United States remain racially segregated. That is important because racially segregated schools also tend to be socioeconomically segregated. The combination of racial and economic isolation in schools attended by minority students creates significant obstacles to quality education, which in turn contributes to racial achievement gaps.\textsuperscript{62} A 2018 National Assessment of Educational Progress study shows that the drop in national student test scores observed in 2015, as well as the racial achievement gap, remained largely unchanged between 2015 and 2017.\textsuperscript{63}

In 1980, 23\% of black students in the South attended hyper-segregated schools—schools where the minority student population was 90\% or more.\textsuperscript{64} But by 2014 that number had risen to 36\%.\textsuperscript{65} Today, more than one-third of black and Latino students attend
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schools that are 90–100% minority, and more than one-third of white students attend schools that are 90–100% white.\textsuperscript{66}

Not surprisingly, we spend more money educating white children than we spend educating racial minority children. One Pennsylvania study that reflected national trends showed that, for every income level, school districts with a higher percentage of white students got substantially more educational funding than school districts with more minority students.\textsuperscript{67} In the so-called “corridor of shame” along Interstate 95 in South Carolina, teachers in minority schools are paid $3,000 to $12,000 less than teachers in nearby white school districts.\textsuperscript{68}

Racial disparities also exist at the college level. White flight from open-access colleges means that the top 500 colleges are disproportionately white.\textsuperscript{69} And of course, we give more money to top 500 colleges—which is like giving the most money to hospitals that treat the healthiest rather than the sickest people. Our post-secondary educational system is separate and unequal.\textsuperscript{70} Even large litigation settlements have been insufficient to achieve desegregation or equal funding for historically black colleges.\textsuperscript{71}

\textsuperscript{66} See Halley Potter et al., \textit{A New Wave of School Integration: Districts and Charters Pursuing Socioeconomic Diversity}, \textsc{Century Foundation.} (Feb. 9, 2016), https://tcf.org/content/report/a-new-wave-of-school-integration/ [https://perma.cc/434T-GSED].
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3. Employment

In the fourth quarter of 2017, the overall unemployment rate in the United States was 3.6%. But the unemployment rate for Latinos was 4.8%, and the unemployment rate for blacks was 7.1%. The unemployment rate for black college graduates age twenty-two to twenty-seven was 12.4%, compared to the overall unemployment rate of 5.6% for all college graduates in the same age range. This is true even though racial discrimination is illegal in the United States.

According to 2017 statistics, the median woman makes eighty-three cents for every dollar the median man is paid. Black women are paid sixty-five cents, and Latina women are paid fifty-nine cents. A more recent set of 2018 statistics on the Equal Pay Day website shows both the wage gaps and the dates in the next year until which women had to work in order to earn the same amount of money that white males earned during the previous year. White women earned seventy-nine cents for every dollar that white males earned, and white women had to work until April 17, 2018 in order to earn the amount of money that white males earned by December 31, 2017. For black women, the gap was sixty-three cents, and the equalization date was August 7, 2018. For indigenous Indian women, the gap was fifty-seven cents, and the date was September 27, 2018. For Latinas, the gap was fifty-four cents, and the date was November 1, 2017.
Blacks make up 13% of the population, but only 0.9% of top Senate staffers. After defeating Republican Roy Moore for an open Alabama Senate seat on December 12, 2017, with 96% of the black vote, new Senator Doug Jones became the first Democrat in the Senate to name a black chief of staff. An April 2018 study by LegiStorm revealed that white congressional staffers also make thousands of dollars per year more than nonwhite staffers. In the House, white staffers earn annual salaries that are $900 more than the salaries earned by Asians, $2,000 more than Latinos, and $3,500 more than blacks. In the Senate, white staffers make approximately $4,800 more than Asians, $1,800 more than Latinos, and $7,000 more than blacks.

In his January 30, 2018 State of the Union Address, President Trump announced that unemployment rates for blacks and Latinos were the “lowest in the history of the country.” Trump was relying on December 2017 statistics, but he did not mention that the unemployment rate for blacks had actually increased in January 2018. It not only remained twice the unemployment rate for whites, but racial disparities remained in job opportunities and pay.
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Historically, black unemployment rates have typically been twice the unemployment rates for whites since the Bureau of Labor Statistics began publishing black unemployment data in 1972. The February 2018 black unemployment rate of 6.9% is near the December 2017 record low unemployment rate for blacks. However, that “low” rate for blacks is still higher than the typical unemployment rate for whites. In fact, the “low” black unemployment rate is higher than what the unemployment rate for whites was in 80% of the months since 1972. Little of this racial discrepancy is attributable to differing educational levels but rather is the result of racial discrimination in employment. One result of this observation is that the “natural” unemployment rate—often said to be around 3.5%—should actually be measured against the more nondiscriminatory employment rate for college educated whites—which is around 1.7%.

4. Health

White people get better healthcare than racial minorities. In its seminal 2003 report entitled Unequal Treatment, the Institute of Medicine noted that blacks and Latinos receive lower quality health services and are less likely to receive routine medical procedures than are white Americans. This discrepancy exists with respect to cardiac medication, artery bypass surgery, dialysis, kidney transplants, and the quality of basic services, such as intensive care. The disparities affect cardiovascular care; cancer diagnosis and treatment; HIV therapy; diabetes treatment; pediatric and maternal care; and care relating to child health, mental health, rehabilitation, nursing home services, and many surgical procedures.
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In *Whitewashing Race*, published the same year, a group of highly regarded academic social scientists noted that black infant mortality rates were twice as high as white rates, and black mortality rates were 1.61 times white rates—a disparity that had persisted since the 1950s and had not been reduced by the civil rights movement.\(^{100}\) A more detailed *New York Times* article with narrative elaborations shows that the racial gap has existed since infant mortality rates were first kept in 1850.\(^{101}\) Now black infants are more than twice as likely to die as white infants.\(^{102}\) That racial gap is wider than it was in 1850, fifteen years before the end of slavery. Black women are also three to four times as likely to die from pregnancy-related causes than are white women.\(^{103}\) The racial gap transcends socioeconomic and genetic factors and seems to be the result of stress suffered by black women from cumulative incidents of racial discrimination—including medical discrimination during the pregnancy and delivery process itself, which reflects more general disparities between medical care given to whites and blacks. Black and Latina midwife and doula care for mothers during pregnancy and childbirth has helped reduce pregnancy and infant health care problems suffered by black women and their new-born children.\(^{104}\)

In predominantly black and Latino South-Central Los Angeles, the ratio of primary care physicians to population was one to 12,933.\(^{105}\) The ratio in white and wealthier Bel Air a few miles away was one to 214.\(^{106}\) Although these statistics are now fifteen years old, such seminal statistics remain relevant because they help convey a sense of how stubbornly persistent the problem has been.\(^{107}\)

Black women are two to three times more likely to die during, or shortly after, childbirth than white women, even after correcting for
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socioeconomic factors.\textsuperscript{108} Black women in the United States die at the same rate as women in countries such as Mexico and Uzbekistan.\textsuperscript{109} In addition, a May 21, 2018 \textit{Washington Post} article reported on a study in the \textit{Journal of the American Medical Association Pediatrics} showing that suicide rates for black children age five to twelve was twice as high as the suicide rates for white children of the same age, and the gap is widening.\textsuperscript{110} A 2018 study showed that, as a result of environmental and psychological stress factors related to racial discrimination, whites even get more and better quality sleep than blacks and Asians, with ensuing effects on health and academic performance.\textsuperscript{111}

Legal immigrants from Latin America now forego public health services and enrollment in federally subsidized insurance plans because they fear that their information will be used by the Trump administration to identify and deport their relatives.\textsuperscript{112} Latinos are more than three times as likely to go without health insurance as whites.\textsuperscript{113} Whites made up 63\% of those who signed up for the Affordable Care Act in 2017, while Latinos made up only 15\%.\textsuperscript{114} News stories about border patrol agents following a ten-year-old immigrant with cerebral palsy into a Texas hospital and taking her into
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custody after her surgery are likely to have a chilling effect on the willingness of undocumented immigrants to seek medical care.\textsuperscript{115}

5. Housing

Residential segregation also exists in the United States.\textsuperscript{116} In their classic 1993 book, \textit{American Apartheid}, Douglas Massey and Nancy Dent argued that black residential segregation in the United States is so extreme that they coined the term “hypersegregation” to capture its pervasiveness.\textsuperscript{117} Segregation became a structural force that both reflected and perpetuated individual racial prejudices, institutional practices, and official governmental policies.\textsuperscript{118}

Recent Census data now suggest a modest decline in the degree of black–white segregation. However, in the nation’s largest metropolitan areas, black segregation levels remain so high that more than half of the blacks who currently reside there would have to move out in order to achieve complete integration. The most segregated areas in the nation are not in the South but are in Northeastern and Midwestern cities, such as Milwaukee, New York, Chicago, Detroit, Cleveland, and Buffalo.\textsuperscript{119}

Blacks who want to rent an apartment are informed of 11.4% fewer units and shown 4.2% fewer units than white renters.\textsuperscript{120} Black homebuyers are informed of 17% fewer homes and shown 17.7% fewer homes than white homebuyers.\textsuperscript{121} On Airbnb, there was a 16% negative disparity in ultimate acceptance rates for guests with black-sounding names.\textsuperscript{122}

Home ownership rates also vary by race. Black home ownership rates have now returned to the levels that preceded enactment of the Fair Housing Act in 1968. This means that the black home ownership gains achieved by that statute have now been erased, and black home ownership rates are now the same as they were when racial
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discrimination in housing and mortgage lending were legal. In some areas, 40% of housing units were owned by black residents whereas white homeownership rates exceeded 70%. An April 2018 Zillow study showed that racial disparities in home ownership had remained nearly the same for the past 100 years. In Washington, D.C., whites earning the median 2017 salary could afford 77.6% of the homes listed for sale on the market, Latinos could afford 64.9%, and blacks could afford only 55.3%. Asians, however, could afford 85.2%.

Leading up to the recent mortgage foreclosure crisis, racial disparities correlated with race and zip code showed mortgage discrepancies so great that black families with $230,000 annual earnings were more likely in 2006 to be given subprime mortgage loans than were white families with $32,000 annual earnings. Even using home ownership rates occurring before the subprime mortgage crisis, it would have taken more than 5,423 years for black homeownership rates to achieve parity with white homeownership rates. A February 15, 2018 article in Reveal describes a new study by the Center for Investigative Reporting that shows that banks in sixty-one metropolitan areas continue to engage in a pattern of redlining in their mortgage practices, charging higher mortgage rates to blacks and Latinos than to whites.

123. See Michelle Singletary, Black Homeownership Is as Low as it Was When Housing Discrimination Was Legal, WASH. POST (Apr. 5, 2018), https://www.washingtonpost.com/news/get-there/wp/2018/04/05/black-homeownership-is-as-low-as-it-was-when-housing-discrimination-was-legal/?utm_term=.0aa9eeec1ed6 [https://perma.cc/88M4-ABMM].
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Times emphasizes the Reveal study finding that, in many instances, black and Latino home seekers were simply denied mortgages altogether. \(^{131}\) In Philadelphia whites got ten times more conventional mortgages than blacks during 2015 and 2016. \(^{132}\) A bill pending in the Senate would exempt 85% of banks from even reporting mortgage data that reveal these discriminatory practices. \(^{133}\) A March 20, 2018 study issued by the National Community Reinvestment Coalition found that three out of four neighborhoods that had been discriminatorily “redlined” by the Federal Housing Administration in the 1930s remain largely segregated by race today and continue to experience racial wealth gaps produced by lending practices that continue to be racially discriminatory. \(^{134}\) Black families making $100,000 or more may well end up living in poorer neighborhoods than white households making less than $25,000. \(^{135}\)

Despite all this, Secretary Ben Carson of the Trump Department of Housing and Urban Development recently proposed changes to the agency’s website that would remove existing antidiscrimination language from its mission statement. \(^{136}\) A March 28, 2018 New York Times article reported that, under Secretary Carson, HUD had scaled back fair housing enforcement initiatives begun by the Obama administration, transferred agency staff who favored fair housing enforcement, and facilitated efforts by Houston, Texas to block the de-
velopment of a mixed-income housing plan in an affluent white neighborhood. On the fiftieth anniversary of the Fair Housing Act in 2018, there remain insufficient advocates or funding to combat housing discrimination, and HUD enforcement efforts have decreased rather than increased. And, of course, Trump was himself sued by the federal government for Fair Housing Act violations. HUD has now been sued by fair housing advocates for suspending the Obama efforts to enforce the agency’s fair housing integration rules.

6. Voting

There are also racial disparities in voting. Minority voter turnout has traditionally lagged behind white voter turnout. U.S. Census Bureau data for 2014 shows that the voting rate for white adults was 45.8%, the rate for black adults was 39.7%, and the rate for Latino adults was 27%. Black and Latino voting rates increase as each group makes up a larger proportion of the electorate in particular voting districts, and that factor is more significant than whether a minority candidate of the same race is on the ballot.
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Indian voting rates are from 5–14% lower than the rates for other minorities. In states with large indigenous Indian populations, officials have used a variety of techniques to suppress Indian voting—many of which have now been declared illegal.

The 2014 Minnesota statistics illustrate how significant voting disparities can be. That year, Minnesota ranked forty-fifth in the nation for black voter turnout, with voting rates of 74% for whites, 56.2% for Asian-Americans, 49.2% for blacks, and 32.5% for Latinos. The low minority turnout rates in Minnesota were thought to reflect racial disparities in poverty, education, and incarceration.

The low minority voting rates also reduce minority political power to challenge employment, housing, and policing policies that adversely affect them.

Voter ID laws also have the effect of suppressing minority votes. At the time of the 2016 election, thirty-three states had voter ID laws, twelve of which were considered “strict.” New studies have shown that strict voter ID laws double the turnout gap between whites and Latinos in general elections and almost double the turnout gap between whites and blacks in primary elections. Voter ID laws tend to benefit Republicans, and they tend to be passed by Republican legislatures after conservative political efforts funded by billionaires such as the Koch brothers. Nationally, up to 25% of voting age blacks lack government-issued ID, whereas only 8% of whites lack
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Racial disparities also exist in voting lines. Minorities in the 2016 presidential election had to wait twice as long as whites to vote. For the 2012 presidential election, voters in some black communities waited in line up to seven hours to vote. Nationally, white voters wait an average of twelve minutes to vote, compared to nineteen minutes for Latinos and twenty-three minutes for blacks. Minority voters are six times more likely than whites to wait longer than one hour to vote.

In 2014, 200,000 people did not vote because of the long voting lines they encountered in 2012.

The decennial Census commonly undercounts minority residents and overcounts white residents. This has the effect of reducing minority political power in Congress and the Electoral College, and it reduces the amount of federal tax funds that are returned to minority communities for things like roads and schools.

And, of course, felony disenfranchisement disproportionately reduces minority voting rates. A report issued on October 6, 2016, ...
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by The Sentencing Project stated that felony disenfranchisement had a disproportionate impact on blacks so that one in thirteen blacks are excluded from voting.\textsuperscript{165} In March 2018, a woman was convicted of voting illegally when she voted while on parole after completing a 2012 prison sentence for tax fraud.\textsuperscript{166} She said that she did not realize she was still precluded from voting after her release, and her provisional ballot was never counted.\textsuperscript{167} Nevertheless, she was sentenced to five years in prison in the state of Texas, and the woman was black.\textsuperscript{168}

Even the Democratic Party gives more money to traditional white candidates than to black candidates despite the fact that blacks, and black women in particular, have become the backbone of the Democratic Party.\textsuperscript{169}

7. Criminal Justice

It is now widely recognized that the United States criminal justice system is characterized by racial disparities that are stark, pervasive, intentional, and often fatal.\textsuperscript{170} In a poignant April 17, 2018 Washington Post perspective article, Mikki Kendall describes how there are two Americas: a white America in which the police are citizens—including-1-in-13-african-americans-are-blocked-from-voting-because-of-felonies?utm_term=.3ca4ec8231f4 [https://perma.cc/EL92-JPEA].
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trusted civil servants and a non-white America in which the police are viewed as practitioners of racial oppression.\textsuperscript{171}

The national problem is illustrated perhaps most famously by the 100-page \textit{Ferguson Report} that the United States Department of Justice issued in 2015 after its investigation of the August 2014 fatal police shooting of an unarmed black man named Michael Brown by a white Ferguson police officer named Darren Wilson.\textsuperscript{172} The \textit{Report} condemned the Ferguson criminal justice system for its unconstitutional pattern and practice of violating the civil rights of its black citizens.\textsuperscript{173}

For example, blacks comprised 67\% of the population in Ferguson.\textsuperscript{174} But Ferguson Police Department data show that, from 2012 to 2014, blacks accounted for 85\% of vehicle stops, 90\% of citations, and 93\% of arrests.\textsuperscript{175} Blacks were more than twice as likely as whites to be searched during vehicle stops even though blacks are 26\% less likely than whites to be in possession of contraband when they are stopped.\textsuperscript{176} Blacks were issued four or more citations on seventy-three occasions, while non-blacks were issued four or more citations only twice.\textsuperscript{177} From 2011 to 2013, blacks accounted for 95\% of Manner of Walking in Roadway charges and 94\% of Failure to Comply charges.\textsuperscript{178} The racially disparate impact was 48\% larger when citations were issued on the basis of subjective officer assessments than on the basis of radar or laser readings.\textsuperscript{179} Blacks were the victims of 90\% of documented uses of force by Ferguson police officers, and every recorded canine bite was inflicted on a black person.\textsuperscript{180} The \textit{Report} concluded that these disparities were not the result of differential rates at which blacks violate the law but were instead the product of racial bias, stereotypes, and intentional discrimination.\textsuperscript{181}
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Nationally, blacks are 2.5 times more likely than whites to be killed by the police, and black men are 6.7 times more likely to be incarcerated than white men.182 More subtly, police pursue black drivers when there is enough light to see the race of the driver but pursue more white drivers when it is too dark to see the race of the driver.183 The police stop blacks and Latinos more often than whites even though whites possess more contraband than blacks and Latinos.184 Hillary Clinton famously asked whether the culture would tolerate a criminal justice system in which whites were three times more likely than blacks to be searched during a traffic stop, white offenders received prison sentences 10% longer than sentences imposed on blacks for the same crimes, and a third of all white men went to prison during their lifetimes.185

Minority mass incarceration rates and the ensuing loss of voting and civil rights that incarceration entails are now so high that Michelle Alexander has described them as creating a “New Jim Crow” racial caste system of social control.186 In school, black boys are 9.3 times more likely to be placed in juvenile detention than white boys.187 Black students constitute 16% of student enrollments but 27% of students referred to law enforcement and 31% of students subject to in-school arrests.188 Of the black men born in 2001, one in three can expect to be incarcerated during his lifetime.189 While blacks make up 13.6% of the overall population, blacks constitute 42% of the people on death row.190

Racial profiling persists even though it does little to reduce crime. Studies of profiling on the New Jersey Turnpike during the 1990s show that black drivers constituted 42% of the stops and 73.2% of the arrests even though blacks constituted only 15% of Turnpike drivers.191 The disparities existed despite the fact that blacks and whites violated traffic laws at almost identical rates.192 In addition, after an investigatory stop, police are five times more likely to search a vehicle if the driver is black than if the driver is white even though
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the “hit rate” for finding contraband is twice as high for whites as for blacks.\textsuperscript{193} Reminiscent of the Jim Crow \textit{Green Book} era, many black people are still afraid to travel in their own country.\textsuperscript{194}

Black men are also disproportionally more likely to be the victims of crime. Homicide is the leading cause of death for young black males between the ages of fifteen and thirty-four.\textsuperscript{195} However, perpetrators of black-victim crimes are not punished as harshly as perpetrators of white-victim crimes.\textsuperscript{196} As recent media coverage reveals, prosecutors often fail to prosecute or obtain convictions of police officers who fatally shoot unarmed blacks.\textsuperscript{197} Fewer than 5\% of chief prosecutors in the United States are black.\textsuperscript{198}

The racial disparities produced by police misconduct are often fatal. Black men are twenty-one times more likely to be killed by police than white men.\textsuperscript{199} Black men killed by police during the first five months of 2015 were twice as likely to be unarmed than whites.\textsuperscript{200} Since 2015, the \textit{Washington Post} has maintained an annual database of people who have been shot and killed by police.\textsuperscript{201} In 2018, the number of people who were shot and killed by police was 995.\textsuperscript{202} Police are still killing black people, but reduced news coverage has largely eliminated the issue from the nation’s political conversation.\textsuperscript{203}

Of course, police misconduct can be brutally violent even when it is not fatal. A March 9, 2018 \textit{New York Times} article reported that a video had just been leaked showing an August 25, 2017 brutal beating and tasering of an unarmed black man named Johnnie Jermaine Rush.
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by a white Asheville, North Carolina police officer named Chris Hickman. The victim was suspected of jaywalking for not using a crosswalk. 204 Subsequently released videos suggest that Hickman began beating Rush when Rush complained about police harassment and then continued beating Rush even though Rush complained that he could not breathe. 205 A new study shows that indigenous Indian women in Minneapolis are stopped more frequently by police than even black men. 206 Not only does that remind us that Indians, too, are victims of racially disparate impact discrimination, but that the level of police discrimination against black males now seems to have become the metric for comparing the level of discrimination against other racial groups.

II. DENIAL

Despite the stark racially disparate impact that characterizes the distribution of most societal benefits and burdens, we still think of ourselves as a culture that strives not to “deny to any person within its jurisdiction the equal protection of the laws.” 207 We mediate the tension that exists between our equality rhetoric and our racially disparate allocation of resources by simply denying that racial disparities are evidence of discrimination. That rationalization both reflects and reinforces cultural biases that are sometimes blatant and sometimes subtle but are always convincing enough to dissipate the dissonance that would otherwise exist. That has been especially true in the divisive racial climate unleashed by the campaign and election of Donald Trump as President of the United States. Our cultural ability to accept this conceptual sleight of hand is facilitated by the Supreme Court, one of the primary functions of which is to legitimate our discriminatory behavior by explaining how such concrete
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discrimination is consistent with the constitutional doctrine of equality. The Court has done this by diverting our attention from the actual consequences of our discriminatory practices and by convincing us instead that the constitutional concept of equality prohibits only intentional discrimination and precludes the pursuit of racial balance in the allocation of resources. More succinctly, we have happily allowed the Supreme Court to persuade us that the Constitution requires the perpetuation of existing racial inequalities. And recognition of that truth is a prerequisite to any meaningful chance at racial reconciliation.

A. Rationalizations

As a culture, there are a number of rationalizations that we invoke to convince ourselves that our racially disparate actions are not really racially discriminatory. Perhaps the most striking is our invocation of the concept of postracialism. The culture has used President Obama’s election and the concept of postracialism to camouflage continuing discrimination against racial minorities and to utilize charges of reverse discrimination as a means of insulating white privilege from efforts that are designed to promote racial equality.208

There is, of course, a logical problem with this rationalization: Because the racially disparate impact of our myriad cultural practices has preceded, coincided with, and continued to exist beyond the Obama presidency, the election of a black president seems to have no bearing on the problem.

Eighty-eight percent of blacks say that the country needs to continue making changes for blacks to have equal rights with whites, and 43% doubt that those changes will ever occur;209 In contrast, only 53% of whites say the country still needs to make changes for blacks to have equal rights with whites, and only 11% express doubts about whether those changes will occur.210 Despite our racially disparate allocation of resources, roughly half of the white population in the United States thinks that racial discrimination is no longer a problem.211 So, it turns out that there is also a racially disparate impact
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in cultural beliefs about the significance of the culture’s own racially disparate distribution of resources.

When states or localities wish to dilute minority voting strength by assigning voters to particular voting districts based on their race, they deny that they are engaged in racial discrimination. Rather, they assert that their racially disparate assignment of voters to particular voting districts merely uses race as a proxy for political affiliation and is not, therefore, unconstitutional. This is an argument that has not only been accepted by the Supreme Court, but it has now become part of the Supreme Court’s standard redistricting jurisprudence.\footnote{212. See, e.g., Abbott v. Perez, 138 S. Ct. 2305, 2314 (2018) (distinguishing between unconstitutional racial gerrymandering and constitutionally permissible gerrymandering based on political party preference); Brief for Appellants at 54-56, Abbot v. Perez, 138 S. Ct. 2305 (2018) (raising defense of partisan rather than racial gerrymandering); Cooper v. Harris, 137 S. Ct. 1455, 1472-81 (2017) (raising partisan gerrymandering as a defense to allegations of racial gerrymandering in North Carolina); Easley v. Cromartie, 532 U.S. 234, 257-58 (2001) (permitting use of race as proxy for political affiliation).}

In recent years, legislatures in predominantly Republican states have adopted numerous measures that make it more difficult for minority voters to vote.\footnote{213. See, e.g., William Wan, \textit{North Carolina’s Battle over Voting Rights Intensifies}, WASH. POST (May 29, 2017), https://www.washingtonpost.com/national/north-carolinas-battle-over-voting-rights-intensifies/2017/05/29/7c9fa05e-4214-11e7-8c25-44d09ff5a4a8_story.html?hpid=hp_hp-cards_hp-card-politics%3Ahompage%2Fcard&utm_term=.43821b22ed96 [https://perma.cc/VS95-HKGS].} Those measures include strict voter ID laws, restrictions on voting hours, and regulating polling places so that some voters have to endure long lines to vote.\footnote{214. See, e.g., Kuhlman, supra note 156.} Supporters of those measures deny that they are engaged in racial discrimination but rather argue that they are trying to prevent voter fraud. However, there have been so few recorded cases of such voter fraud that the voter fraud rationalization is simply implausible.\footnote{215. See Wan, supra note 213.} The fraud rationalization for minority voter suppression efforts not only denies responsibility for past and present racial disparities in voting, but it also actively seeks to increase the racial gap in voting for future elections.\footnote{216. See Sherrilyn Ifill, \textit{The President Lays the Groundwork for a Nationwide Voter Intimidation Program}, WASH. POST (Feb. 14, 2017), https://www.washingtonpost.com/opinions/the-president-lays-the-groundwork-for-a-nationwide-voter-intimidation-program/2017/02/14/ef524326-f2dd-11e6-a9b0-ecce7ce475fc_story.html?hpid=hp_no-name_opinion-card-d%3Ahompage%2Fstory&utm_term=.fe9dfca3dfac [https://perma.cc/53LM-VP73].}
2017, was nominally about expressing opposition to the removal of a statue honoring Confederate General Robert E. Lee from Emancipation Park in Charlottesville.\footnote{See Maggie Astor et al., \textit{A Guide to the Charlottesville Aftermath}, \textit{N.Y. Times} (Aug. 13, 2017), https://www.nytimes.com/2017/08/13/us/charlottesville-virginia-overview.html [https://perma.cc/ND9T-5HZL].} Although some opponents of removal state their opposition in explicitly racist terms, most deny that they are motivated by racial prejudice.\footnote{See Logan Strother et al., \textit{The Confederate Flag Largely Disappeared after the Civil War. The Fight against Civil Rights brought it Back.}, \textit{Wash. Post} (June 12, 2017), https://www.washingtonpost.com/news/monkey-cage/wp/2017/06/12/confederate-symbols-largely-disappeared-after-the-civil-war-the-fight-against-civil-rights-brought-them-back/?hpid=hp_hp-cards_hp-card-politics%3Ahomepage%2F2card&utm_term=.9b1246d0c94a [https://perma.cc/5QJE-74TV].} Instead, they insist that they are simply trying to maintain respect for the nation’s southern history and heritage.\footnote{See id.} But, as Paul Butler has pointed out, the nation’s southern history and heritage \textit{is} the history and heritage of slavery, Jim Crow, and racial oppression.\footnote{See Paul Butler, \textit{I Have No Respect for Your Ancestors}, MSNBC (June 25, 2015), https://www.msnbc.com/all-in-watch/i-have-no-respect-for-your-ancestors-471529027890 [https://perma.cc/9D7J-M5AG].}

Many whites oppose racial affirmative action programs that are designed to address existing racial disparities in the allocation of resources, such as jobs, educational opportunities, or government construction contracts.\footnote{See, e.g., Ricci v. DeStefano, 557 U.S. 557, 562-63 (2009) (discussing opposition to affirmative action in employment); see also Fisher v. Univ. of Tx., 136 S. Ct. 2198, 2202 (2016) (\textit{Fisher II}) (discussing opposition to affirmative action in education); Adarand Constructors v. Peña, 515 U.S. 200, 200 (1995) (discussing opposition to affirmative action in government contracts).} The rationalization that opposition to affirmative action is justified by the goal of colorblindness and by lofty neutral principles reflected in test scores or seniority requires opponents of affirmative action to overlook the fact that they are simply choosing to disregard the continuing racial inequalities on which those supposedly neutral principles rest.\footnote{Theodore R. Johnson, \textit{“Colorblind Society” in Ten Things To Toss}, \textit{Wash. Post} (Apr 27, 2018), https://www.washingtongpost.com/news/opinions/wp/2018/04/27-feature/spring-cleaning-2018-10-things-to-toss/?utm_term=.204cd3bf37e3&wpsrc=nl_most&wppm=1#colorblind-society [https://perma.cc/U2JT-TGNP].} Rather than describing the inability to see color, “colorblindness” has now come to encapsulate the desire to ignore color when it illuminates inconvenient truths.\footnote{See id.} Former Attorney General Jeff Sessions decided to roll back Obama civil rights enforcement initiatives, such as the pattern and
practice initiative that produced the Ferguson Report and that produced similar remedial investigations of other police departments with histories of racially disparate policing practices.224 The change was said to be necessary to put the Department of Justice on a more pro-police footing and to reduce Department actions that could hurt police officer morale.225 Sessions seemed pretty clearly to have been elevating the interests of police departments that engage in racially discriminatory policing above the interests of the minority victims of that discriminatory policing.226 But he denied that he was doing so.227

Like most neighborhoods, most schools remain highly segregated, and many are now becoming resegregated as a result of shifts in residential housing patterns. Some parents challenge the constitutionality of the voluntary efforts that school boards make to resist the resegregation of their schools.228 Some white parents also use private schools, charter schools, and school voucher programs as techniques for keeping their children out of schools with significant minority student populations. However, such “white flight” efforts to participate in de facto racial segregation are rarely described as such. Rather they are typically defended as efforts to promote school choice and local control of schools.229

Donald Trump chose to shore up support among the white nationalist segment of his political base by condemning NFL football players as “sons of bitches” for their silent kneeling protests against racial oppression while the national anthem was played before NFL football games. He did not, of course, announce that he was engaged in a conspicuous appeal to racism. Rather, he chose to characterize his rebuke as indignation at the lack of patriotism and respect for the military that the NFL protests represented.230
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The response of many whites to the Black Lives Matter movement was to align themselves with a backlash movement that insisted that all lives matter; blue lives matter; or, even more confrontationally, white lives matter. Donald Trump was among those who spearheaded the backlash.\textsuperscript{231}

B. Bias

One reason that the racially disparate distribution of societal resources has not been more troubling to more people is that racial disparities seem to coincide with conscious and unconscious racial biases that many people possess. Some of those biases are blatant. Other biases are more subtle. Donald Trump seems to have made even the explicit expression of invidious racial bias more culturally permissible than it was before his 2016 presidential campaign and election. If people harbor a white supremacist belief in the inferiority of racial minorities, racial disparities in resource allocation do not seem all that troubling.

1. Blatant

As the unabashed actions of white supremacist, white nationalist, and neo-Nazi groups demonstrate, some segments of the United States population are proudly racist. A January 17, 2018 report of the Anti-Defamation League stressed that the number of white supremacist murders in the United States more than doubled in 2017, which was the fifth deadliest year for extremist violence since 1970.\textsuperscript{232}

Not even accomplished minorities can escape the effects of blatant racial discrimination. In an April 29, 2018 \textit{Chronicle of Higher Education} article, black Emory philosophy Professor George Yancy related an old Malcolm X warning: “What does a white man call a


black man with a Ph.D.? A nigger with a Ph.D.?" Yancy was reminded of the warning when he received a protest letter after having published a *New York Times* op-ed piece about structural white racism. The letter to Yancy began, “Dear Nigger Professor.” It was only one of the many explicitly racist letters that Yancy received in response to his structural racism claim.

In April 2018, Syracuse University suspended the engineering fraternity Theta Tau when a video surfaced showing fraternity members taking an oath to “f--- black people” and “to always have hatred in my heart for . . . [adding racial slurs referring to blacks, Latinos and Jews].” Other recordings showed students mocking women, gays, and people with disabilities, while other students watched and laughed. The student newspaper reported that the social environment at the school was such that the recorded statements were not particularly surprising. Although the fraternity later apologized and said that the video was intended to be satire, the fraternity’s suspension was later turned into an expulsion. A few days later, another video emerged showing fraternity members engaged in a mock sexual assault of a disabled person. Also, in April 2018, all fraternities and sororities at California Polytechnic State University in San Luis Obispo were suspended indefinitely for anti-black and anti-Latino racist behavior, including blackface and racial epithets, sexist behavior, and underage alcohol abuse.

---
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In January 2018, President Trump managed to make headlines and shock Senators attending a meeting to discuss a bipartisan immigration proposal that had been designed to codify Deferred Action for Childhood Arrivals (DACA) protections for immigrants brought to the United States by their parents while they were children. During the meeting, President Trump objected to protections for immigrants from Haiti and African countries, which he allegedly referred to as “shithole countries,” and instead favored accepting immigrants from places like Norway.

In December 2017, when Republican Roy Moore was running for an open U.S. Senate seat in Alabama, he answered a campaign question about when he thought America was last great by referring back to the time in which we still had slavery.

---


many white Americans felt after the April 4, 1968 assassination of Dr. Martin Luther King, Jr. in Memphis, Tennessee. ABC abruptly cancelled its show Rosanne on May 29, 2018, after the show’s star, Roseanne Barr, issued an explicitly racist tweet directed at President Obama’s former advisor Valery Jarrett. The Barr tweet was “muslim brotherhood & planet of the apes had a baby=vj.” The tweet was widely condemned, and it was the latest in a history of prior offensive tweets made by Barr. In a Washington Post op-ed, Eugene Scott noted that President Trump’s efforts to minimize the significance of the Barr tweet displayed an alarming lack of appreciation for the way that white culture has historically characterized blacks as subhuman animals who were sexually promiscuous and was reminiscent of earlier characterizations of Michelle Obama as an “[a]pe in heels.” Even more disturbing, Washington Post columnist Colbert King noted that the existence of a large and sympathetic audience for Barr’s racist tweet highlights the continued commitment that a significant portion of American culture has to everyday forms of microaggression and subtle acts of discrimination against racial minorities. The problem has become so pervasive that it has generated its own hashtag, #LivingWhileBlack, which has prompted a request for congressional hearings on the everyday racism problem of black people being profiled and targeted for police
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intervention while doing innocuous things. Many innocuous activities become suspicious when blacks engage in them. For example, a Washington Post article noted:

Other entrants include: couponing while black, graduating too boisterously while black, waiting for a school bus while black, throwing a kindergarten temper tantrum while black, drinking iced tea while black, waiting at Starbucks while black, AirBnB’ing while black, shopping for underwear while black, having a loud conversation while black, golfing too slowly while black, buying clothes at Barney’s while black, or Macy’s, or Nordstrom Rack, getting locked out of your own home while black, going to the gym while black, asking for the Waffle House corporate number while black and reading C.S. Lewis while black, among others.

Even swimming while black with your five-year-old daughter at a hotel pool has now become suspicious.

2. Subtle

Not all racial biases are blatant. As Charles Lawrence has taught us, more subtle forms of racial bias often act in ways that are unconscious. On October 9, 2016, a black female physician named Tamika Cross, on a Delta Airlines flight, responded to a request for medical assistance concerning a passenger who had become ill. The

---


white flight attendant responded to Dr. Cross’s offer of help by saying, “Oh no, sweetie, put [your] hand down. We are looking for actual physicians or nurses or some type of medical personnel, we don’t have time to talk to you.”\textsuperscript{257} The flight attendant then chose a white male physician over Cross.\textsuperscript{258}

Implicit biases, and the online Implicit Association Test that can be used to reveal those biases, have now become highly regarded ways of documenting the existence and scope of unconscious discrimination on the basis of race, gender, sexual orientation, and other traits.\textsuperscript{259} As a result of acculturation and structural discrimination, it turns out that 75\% of the people who have taken the online Implicit Association Test reveal a preference for whites over blacks.\textsuperscript{260} An August 15, 2017 article in the \textit{ABA Journal} reported that the House of Delegates of the American Bar Association, without any apparent dissent, has now adopted a resolution urging judges and judicial officers to receive training on implicit bias and debiasing strategies.\textsuperscript{261}

A telling example of implicit bias is provided by the March 14, 2018 public apology that a Starbucks store in Philadelphia, Pennsylvania was forced to make when the white manager of the store had two black men arrested for sitting in the store without ordering anything.\textsuperscript{262} It turned out that the men were waiting for a third person to arrive, and Starbucks often permits white people to sit in its stores for long periods of time without ordering anything.\textsuperscript{263} The arrests garnered national attention, prompting protests at the store involved and a call for unconscious bias training of store managers from the Starbucks Chief Operating Officer.\textsuperscript{264} A few days after the
Philadelphia arrests, a cell phone video surfaced showing that, in January 2018, a Starbucks store in Torrance, California had denied restroom access to a black man but granted access to a white man even though neither man was a paying customer.\textsuperscript{265} When the black patron complained to the store manager, the manager told him to stop recording the incident and to leave the store.\textsuperscript{266} Starbucks subsequently announced that it would close 8,000 stores for the afternoon on May 29, 2018, so that 175,000 Starbucks employees could participate in “racial-bias education” training.\textsuperscript{267} Starbucks also announced that its restrooms would thereafter be open to everyone regardless of whether they had made a purchase.\textsuperscript{268}

A similar incident occurred in April 2018 at an LA Fitness club in Secaucus, New Jersey, where club employees called the police after erroneously accusing two black club patrons of not paying for their workout.\textsuperscript{269} LA Fitness has since reported that the accusing employees are no longer associated with the club.\textsuperscript{270} Another incident occurred in April 2018 when the white owners of a York County, Pennsylvania golf club asked five black women to leave because the women were playing too slowly—an assertion that does not appear to be consistent with the facts.\textsuperscript{271} The club representative also suggested that the
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women relinquish their club memberships, and then he called the police, who arrived but left without filing any charges. On April 27, 2018, a black former Obama White House staffer was moving into his new apartment in New York City when another resident of the building called the police to report that a black man with a weapon was committing a burglary that was in progress. Once again, the half dozen police officers who responded to the 911 call eventually let the staffer back into his new apartment and left without filing any charges.

University of Virginia Law School Dean Risa Goluboff has stressed that the Starbucks and LA Fitness incidents reflect the long and continuing history of racist enforcement of loitering laws. She concluded, “So long as discrimination exists in our society it will find outlets in policing as elsewhere.” The Starbucks and LA Fitness incidents are only a few examples of the “epidemic of discrimination by American companies . . . exhibiting racial bias in the quality of customer service they provide.” Studies have shown that service industry employees are three times more likely to be polite when responding to phone or email requests by people with white-sounding names.


See id.


See id.

names than when responding to requests from people with black- or Asian-sounding names.\textsuperscript{278}

Computers can also engage in subtle forms of racial bias. In 2005, Google image recognition software had racial inaccuracies so dramatic that it identified blacks as gorillas rather than human beings.\textsuperscript{279} Human racial bias managed to infiltrate the process of human computer programming, and racial biases now infect recognition software that is increasingly moving into mainstream use.\textsuperscript{280}

Blacks make up 59\% of poor families depicted in the news even though they account for only 27\% of Americans in poverty.\textsuperscript{281} Whites make up 17\% of the poor depicted in news stories although they make up 66\% of the American poor.\textsuperscript{282} Blacks represent 37\% of criminals shown in the news even though they constitute only 26\% of those arrested for crimes.\textsuperscript{283} Whites are portrayed as criminals in the news 28\% of the time even though FBI statistics show that whites make up 77\% of crime suspects.\textsuperscript{284} Similar distortions affect the way blacks are portrayed as dependent on welfare.\textsuperscript{285}

3. Trump

Donald Trump has not helped. In fact, he has exacerbated the problem of racial divisiveness in the United States. He chose to run his 2016 presidential campaign in a way that would overtly appeal to the racist and xenophobic segments of the American electorate. The fact that Trump was elected President reflects the depth of the nation’s racial bias into which he tapped. The day after Trump was elected President, the number of daily hate crimes in the United States jumped
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from ten to twenty-seven.286 And anti-Muslim hate crimes have also been linked to Trump’s election.287 Trump has even become a symbol of anti-immigrant, white identity politics in Europe.288

Responding to President Trump’s decision to give aid and comfort to white supremacists after the violent August 12, 2017 white nationalist rally in Charlottesville, Virginia, Reverend Al Sharpton said:

But what we must keep in mind is that Charlottesville is a symptom and we must deal with the cause: hate, bias and racism have been empowered and taken from the margins into the mainstream. Now we must come to terms with the fact that the president of the United States has played a role in emboldening these hate groups to come out of the shadows.289

He added that President Trump’s willingness to foster racial polarization was illustrated by his support for the death penalty for black and Latino kids who were later exonerated in the Central Park jogger rape case; his repeated insistence during the 2016 presidential campaign that Barack Obama was not a natural-born US citizen; his disparaging 2016 campaign comments about Mexicans being criminals, drug users, and rapists; and his campaign call for a “total and complete shut down of Muslims entering the United States.”290 Sharpton concluded that Trump’s Charlottesville comments were perceived as giving a pass to white supremacist hate groups.291
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Speaking after the Charlottesville rally, former Ku Klux Klan leader David Duke seemed to prove Sharpton’s point. Duke declared that the aim of the rally was to “fulfill the promises of Donald Trump.” Moreover, on February 17, 2017, an Airbnb host named Tami Barker refused to honor a reservation for a guest named Dyne Suh. Barker explained, “one word says it all. Asian.” When Suh said that she would report the host for racial discrimination, the host replied, “Go ahead . . . [i]t’s why we have [T]rump.” The Trump administration has now also launched an assault on affirmative action and minority voting that seems designed to shore up support among members of his political base who see themselves as victims rather than perpetrators of racial discrimination.

Trump’s fondness for alternate facts apparently provides him a license to engage in denial. On Sunday, January 14, 2018, in the midst of a DACA immigration controversy, President Trump stated at a dinner in West Palm Beach Florida, “Nah, I’m not a racist. I’m the least racist person you have ever interviewed, that I can tell you.” After citing numerous examples of Trump’s racist behavior, New York Times columnist Charles M. Blow responded by quoting James

Baldwin, who said, “I can’t believe what you say, because I see what you do.”

In an October 2017 *Atlantic* article, Ta-Nehisi Coates argues that Donald Trump’s political success is explicitly based on the doctrine of white supremacy, rather than mere working-class resentment and disenchantment. In a January 29, 2018 *Washington Post* opinion piece, Eugene Robinson accused President Trump of trying to make America white again by pressing for passage of immigration restrictions that would halt the “browning” of America and restore the Jim Crow attitude that “White is Right.”

In a March 10, 2018 western Pennsylvania rally, Trump bragged about how he won 52% of the women’s vote in the 2016 election. He did not mention that the 52% was of only the white women’s vote. Trump won just a quarter of the Latino women’s vote and 4% of the black women’s vote. But, apparently, the white vote is the only vote that counts. A March 2018 photo of White House interns reveals that interns in the Trump White House are virtually all white—just like his cabinet and senior advisors. This does not bode well for the future.

In June 2018, the Trump administration was criticized for the controversial practice of separating undocumented immigrant children from their parents as part of the administration’s effort to deter illegal
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Former Attorney General Jeff Sessions defended the practice by quoting a biblical passage from Romans 13 requiring citizens to obey the laws of the government.\footnote{306}{See, e.g., Swenson, supra note 305.} The passage is, of course, subject to multiple interpretations, but it was historically invoked to defend the institution of slavery against attacks by abolitionists.\footnote{307}{See, e.g., id.} It was also invoked to defend British rule during the American revolution, Adolph Hitler’s regime in Nazi Germany, and racial apartheid in South Africa.\footnote{308}{See, e.g., id.}

In a January 11, 2018 New York Times op-ed, Charles M. Blow argued that whites support Donald Trump, no matter what he does to undermine their interests, because he reminds them that they are better than black people.\footnote{309}{See Charles M. Blow, The Lowest White Man, N.Y. TIMES (Jan. 11, 2018), https://www.nytimes.com/2018/01/11/opinion/trump-immigration-white-supremacy.html?_r=0 [https://perma.cc/GCW9-NUWS].}

He said:

That is because Trump is man-as-message, man-as-messiah. Trump support isn’t philosophical but theological.

Trumpism is a religion founded on patriarchy and white supremacy.

It is the belief that even the least qualified man is a better choice than the most qualified woman and a belief that the most vile, anti-intellectual, scandal-plagued simpleton of a white man is sufficient to follow in the presidential footsteps of the best educated, most eloquent, most affable black man.

As President Lyndon B. Johnson said in the 1960s to a young Bill Moyers: "If you can convince the lowest white man he’s better than the best colored man, he won’t notice you’re picking his pocket. Hell, give him somebody to look down on, and he’ll empty his pockets for you."

Trump’s supporters are saying to us, screaming to us, that although he may be the “lowest white man,” he is still better than Barack Obama, the “best colored man.”
In a way, Donald Trump represents white people’s right to be wrong and still be right. He is the embodiment of the unassailability of white power and white privilege.

No matter how much of an embarrassment and a failure Trump proves to be, his exploits must be judged a success. He must be deemed a correction to Barack Obama and a superior choice to Hillary Clinton. White supremacy demands it. Patriarchy demands it. Trump’s supporters demand it. 310

III. SUPREME COURT

The racially disparate allocation of societal resources in virtually all important areas of American life is both stark and statistically undeniable. Nevertheless, we deny the undeniable and insist that the strong racial correlation that characterizes our distribution of benefits and burdens does not violate the equality principle that is guaranteed by the Constitution. Although our rationalizations are insubstantial and our biases are self-evident, we nevertheless seem able to tolerate the jarring dissonance that exists between our behavior and our values. As it has done throughout the nation’s history, the Supreme Court continues to help us mediate the tension that is generated between the two. The Court has redefined the concept of racial equality so that it is not offended by racial disparities or by the white privilege that those disparities reflect. Moreover, the Court has repeatedly invalidated efforts to achieve racial balance in the distribution of resources, deeming them to be “patently unconstitutional” efforts to remedy “societal discrimination.” Because the remedial efforts that the Court does allow have never been adequate to solve the problem of racial disparities, the Supreme Court is successfully reading the Constitution to require the perpetuation of white supremacy in the allocation of resources. It is as if the Supreme Court were using esoteric doctrinal rules to distract us from what we would otherwise view as obvious racial discrimination. But we seem happy to acquiesce in the Court’s doctrinal distractions.

A. Intent

The Supreme Court has insisted that racial disparities alone are doctrinally insufficient to establish a constitutional violation. The Fourteenth Amendment states that no state “shall deny to any person within its jurisdiction the equal protection of the laws.” 311 However, in the 1976 case of Washington v. Davis, the Court held that the equal
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race protection guarantee prohibited only intentional discrimination and not the mere racially disparate impact of an official action—no matter how dramatic or foreseeable. The Court’s decision, therefore, had the effect of legitimating all forms of racial discrimination that benefit whites at the expense of racial minorities unless that discrimination was the product of an invidious racial motive. Because most contemporary forms of racial discrimination are incidental, unconscious, or structural in nature, most forms of racial discrimination now fall outside the scope of the equal protection guarantee. Accordingly, the racially disparate distributions of societal resources produced by most forms of modern discrimination remain perfectly constitutional.

The Washington v. Davis intentional discrimination gloss on the equal protection guarantee was by no means preordained. Five years earlier, in the 1971 case of Griggs v. Duke Power Co., the Supreme Court had held that a discriminatory effects standard, rather than a discriminatory intent standard, applied to the statutory prohibition on racial discrimination in employment under Title VII of the Civil Rights Act of 1964. Not only was disparate impact a viable standard for racial discrimination claims, but Griggs had prompted most lower courts—including the Court of Appeals in Washington v. Davis itself—to apply the Title VII discriminatory effects standard to equal protection claims as well as statutory discrimination claims. Indeed, some of the Supreme Court’s own prior decisions had intimated that a discriminatory effects standard would apply to the Equal Protection Clause. The reason that the Washington v. Davis Court offered for supplanting the Griggs disparate impact standard with a more stringent discriminatory intent standard is consistent with viewing the Court’s social function as one of legitimating racial disparities. The Court said a disparate impact standard would recognize as constitutionally valid too broad a range of racial discrimination claims. Apparently, without channeling ubiquitous social practices through the dampening filter of an intentional discrimination standard, there would simply be too much racial discrimination for the Constitution to cope with.

The Supreme Court further narrowed the scope of the equal protection guarantee by elaborating on the meaning of its Washington v. Davis intent requirement. In the 1979 case of Personnel Adminis-
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trator v. Feeney, the Court held that the intent required by Washington v. Davis was an actuating motive to take an action “because of” its adverse effect on a protected group, rather than a mere incidental willingness to take an action “in spite of” its known adverse effect on that protected group. Feeney helped to explain the Court’s prior decision in Washington v. Davis, where the Court upheld, under the equal protection component of the Fifth Amendment’s Due Process Clause, the use of a verbal skills exam in the selection of District of Columbia police officers. Although the exam had a racially disparate impact—resulting in the selection of a disproportionately high number of white officers and a disproportionately low number of black officers—the use of the exam was not motivated by a desire to discriminate against black applicants. Rather, the racially disparate impact was merely the incidental effect of a decision to ensure that police officers possessed an adequate level of verbal skills.

It is true that the District of Columbia police officer verbal skills exam had not been validated to show its relevance to job performance, but that did not matter. Although such a showing might be required in a Title VII racial discrimination case, it was not required under the Equal Protection Clause. In the absence of discrimination against a suspect class such as race, the Equal Protection Clause applies only the minimal-scrutiny rational basis standard of review that is very deferential to administrative decisions, such as the selection of police officers. Although use of a non-validated exam to hire police officers might not survive the stringent strict scrutiny standard of review that is applied when the government uses a racial classification, the absence of intentional discrimination meant that use of the non-validated exam did not have to be strictly scrutinized—precisely because it failed to qualify as a racial classification, notwithstanding its racially disparate impact.

Washington v. Davis illustrates another way in which the Supreme Court helps make it easier for the culture to deny existing forms of racial discrimination. In upholding the constitutionality of the racially disparate verbal skills exam used to select District of Columbia police officers, the Court treated the exam as a race-neutral device. But the race neutrality of the exam is far from clear. Almost certainly, the exam tested verbal skills in standard white
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English. It almost certainly did not test verbal skills in Ebonics, the vernacular of American black English. If it had, I suspect any racially disparate impact produced by the exam would have disproportionately favored black applicants rather than white applicants. Accordingly, the decision to test for proficiency in white English rather than black English reflected a choice.

Given that the population of the District of Columbia in the 1970s was over 70% black, it is not immediately apparent why a test of white English verbal skills was more appropriate than a test of black English verbal skills. Statistically, a large majority of the citizens with whom D.C. police officers routinely interacted would have been black rather than white. Nevertheless, the Supreme Court had no difficulty characterizing the white English test as racially neutral. That is because, in contemporary American culture, whiteness is simply assumed to be neutral. Its racial content is present, but that content is typically overlooked. It resides beneath the baseline that separates the things that we actively scrutinize from the things that we simply take for granted. Because deference to whiteness seems so natural, the Supreme Court is able to perpetuate the baseline of existing white privilege without seeming to depart from the principle of colorblind race neutrality. In the eyes of the Court, it is only natural to do things the way that white people do them—even in a majority black city—because whiteness establishes a baseline whose propriety is typically assumed rather than questioned.

One might argue that it is appropriate for police officers to possess white English verbal skills rather than black English verbal skills because the administrators, court personnel, and other governmental figures with whom police officers must interact are proficient in white English. But that argument simply reproduces the white baseline problem at a deeper level. How did it come to pass that such officials are proficient in white English rather than Ebonics in a predominantly black city?

The Supreme Court’s assumption of a white neutrality baseline also helps explain why the Court’s racial jurisprudence cannot capture the implicit racial bias, unconscious discrimination, and structural discrimination that is now responsible for the bulk of the racial disparities that exist in the allocation of societal resources. Because such forms of discrimination are often not the product of conscious invidious motivation, they simply do not register under the Wash-
ington v. Davis and Feeney doctrinal formulations of the equal protection principle. As a result, governmental actions that would otherwise seem like the obvious products of white racial bias do not rise to the level of a constitutionally suspect racial classification.

So, in Village of Arlington Heights v. Metropolitan Housing Development Corp., the Court was able to hold that the denial of a rezoning permit for a racially integrated low- and moderate-income housing project in a white, upper-class suburb of Chicago was not an act of racial discrimination because it was motivated by a desire to maintain property values. For constitutional purposes, it apparently did not matter that the very reason a presumed threat to property values existed was “because of” rather than merely “in spite of” the race of the people who would move into the neighborhood. The underlying racial bias was not scrutinized because it subsisted beneath the baseline of supposed white economic neutrality.

In Hernandez v. New York, the Supreme Court held that a prosecutor’s use of peremptory jury challenges to remove Latinos from the jury panel that would sit on the criminal trial of a Latino defendant was not a racially discriminatory violation of the Equal Protection Clause. The Court accepted as race neutral the prosecutor’s claim that bilingual Spanish speaking jurors had been removed not because of their race or ethnicity, but because they might not be able to accept uncritically the official translation of Spanish-speaking witnesses. However, there is no indication that the prosecutor made any similar effort to eliminate non-Latino bilingual jurors who also spoke Spanish.

In City of Richmond v. J.A. Croson Co., even an extreme racial disparity was not sufficient to support an inference of intentional discrimination. Richmond, Virginia, which had been the capital of the Confederacy, had a population that was 50% black. But only 0.67% of the City’s municipal construction contracts had been awarded to
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minority contractors. Nevertheless, that statistic was not sufficient to establish a history of racial discrimination in the City because the Court thought that blacks might simply have been less interested in construction work than whites. Even if that implausible rationalization had been true, it is hard to imagine how it could be true for reasons that did not ultimately rest on Richmond’s long history of discriminating against blacks. Despite the stark racial disparity that the statistics revealed, the Supreme Court said that it could not tell if there had been racial discrimination in the City of Richmond, Virginia. But it seems that what the Court must really have meant was that it did not care if there was racial discrimination in Richmond.

There are times when official actions are racially discriminatory on their face, such as the southern school segregation that the Supreme Court held to be unconstitutional in *Brown v. Board of Education.* But the Court sometimes finds doctrinal reasons to delay or deny any meaningful remedy for that discrimination. The equal protection principle ends up being honored in abstract terms but not in actual operation. In *Brown II,* the Court refused to order an immediate remedy for the school segregation that it had invalidated a year earlier, choosing instead to require the desegregation of southern schools “with all deliberate speed.” That enabled southern massive resistance to evade the *Brown I* school desegregation mandate for nearly a decade.

When the school segregation effort moved north and west, the Court in *Keyes v. School District No. 1* adopted a distinction between de facto and de jure discrimination, holding that race-conscious school desegregation remedies were constitutionally permissible only to address de jure discrimination. Since most school segregation in the North and West resulted from de facto segregated housing patterns, rather than the types of de jure segregation laws that existed in the
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South, the Court’s decision largely precluded the possibility of any actual desegregation of schools in the North and West.\textsuperscript{341} 

In \textit{Milliken v. Bradley}, the Supreme Court read the Equal Protection Clause to prohibit the race-conscious, interdistrict busing of students between the largely minority inner-city Detroit schools and the largely white schools in the Detroit suburbs.\textsuperscript{342} Without such interdistrict busing, there was no way to desegregate either the inner-city or the suburban schools.\textsuperscript{343} Although both sets of schools remained racially segregated, the Supreme Court held that there was no constitutional violation because segregation of the schools was de facto rather than de jure.\textsuperscript{344} Even though the Detroit schools remained virtually all black, there was nothing that could constitutionally be done to desegregate them.\textsuperscript{345} 

The dissenters in \textit{Milliken} highlighted yet another way in which the Court’s racial jurisprudence facilitated the maintenance of segregated schools.\textsuperscript{346} There was sufficient evidence of official state involvement in the creation, maintenance, and funding of the Detroit inner-city and suburban schools to warrant a finding of de jure segregation.\textsuperscript{347} However, where the government is integrally involved in what might initially appear to be private action, the distinction between de facto and de jure status is sufficiently elusive that the racially disparate impact at issue can easily be characterized either way. The supposedly private housing choices made by white residents in the Detroit suburbs were significantly affected by the state’s decision to draw school district lines in places that corresponded with segregated neighborhoods.\textsuperscript{348} That further enhanced the incentives for white parents to move to segregated suburban school districts in order to keep their children from having to go to school with minority children in the inner city.\textsuperscript{349} The de facto–de jure distinction is so imprecise that it can easily be manipulated by the Supreme Court. In northern and west-
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\end{itemize}
ern school desegregation cases such as \textit{Milliken}, the Court simply chose to manipulate the distinction in a way that would promote segregation rather than desegregation of the public schools, thereby elevating the exclusionary interests of white parents over the educational interests of minority students.

When residential housing patterns began to shift over time, de jure-segregated schools that had successfully been desegregated under \textit{Brown} became resegregated as more parents moved from the inner city to the suburbs in order to send their children to predominantly white schools. In cases such as \textit{Pasadena City Board of Education v. Spangler}\textsuperscript{350} and \textit{Freeman v. Pitts}\textsuperscript{351} the Supreme Court held that such resegregation did not violate the Equal Protection Clause once again because it entailed de facto rather than de jure segregation. Nevertheless, some school districts favored integration enough that they voluntarily chose to resist the resegregation of the schools that they had spent decades successfully trying to desegregate. However, in \textit{Parents Involved in Community Schools v. Seattle School District No. 1}, the Supreme Court held that the Equal Protection Clause prohibited the voluntary school board use of race-conscious pupil assignment to combat resegregation—even in contexts where such efforts seemed to offer the only viable strategy for preserving integration.\textsuperscript{352} Not only was the Court reading the Constitution to require the resegregation of public schools, but perversely, Chief Justice Roberts invoked \textit{Brown} itself as the doctrinal compulsion for its holding.\textsuperscript{353} The efforts of white parents to resegregate the public schools by moving to white suburbs turned out not only to be successful but constitutionally protected as well.\textsuperscript{354}

Sometimes, the Supreme Court just ignores obvious forms of racial discrimination. In \textit{Griffin v. County School Board}, the Court refused to let Prince Edward County, Virginia close its public schools rather than comply with the \textit{Brown} mandate to desegregate them.\textsuperscript{355}

\textsuperscript{350}. \textit{See generally} \textit{Pasadena City Bd. of Educ. v. Spangler}, 427 U.S. 424 (1976) (holding that the Equal Protection Clause does not require annual adjustment of desegregation plan to prevent resegregation from private housing choices).

\textsuperscript{351}. \textit{See Freeman v. Pitts}, 503 U.S. 467, 495 (1992) (holding that private resegregation does not violate the Equal Protection Clause).


\textsuperscript{353}. \textit{See id.} at 709-11, 745-48 (reading \textit{Brown} to prevent race-conscious efforts to stop resegregation); \textit{cf. id.} at 798-803 (Stevens, J., dissenting) (noting “cruel irony” in Chief Justice Roberts’ invocation of \textit{Brown} to compel resegregation).

\textsuperscript{354}. \textit{See generally id.}

But in *Palmer v. Thompson*, the Court did an about face and allowed the city of Jackson, Mississippi to close its public swimming pools rather than desegregate them. In *McCleskey v. Kemp*, the Supreme Court permitted Georgia to continue applying its death penalty statute even though statistics showed that black defendants were more likely to be sentenced to death than white defendants and were four times more likely to receive the death penalty if their victims were white rather than black.

Even under statutes such as Title VII that directly invalidate practices having a racially disparate impact, the Court sometimes chooses not to enforce the disparate impact standard. In *Ricci v. DeStefano*, the Court invalidated a decision by the New Haven, Connecticut Fire Department to reject the results of a promotion exam that had a racially disparate impact. The Court said that it was imposing a saving construction on Title VII because rejection of the test due to its racially correlated results might itself constitute intentional racial discrimination that would violate the Equal Protection Clause. Justice Scalia’s concurring opinion suggested that he had already concluded that the Title VII disparate impact standard was unconstitutional.

The *in terrorem* language of *Ricci* concerning the constitutionality of Title VII caused some observers to suspect that the Court would invalidate a similar disparate impact provision in the Fair Housing Act when it issued its 2015 decision in *Texas Department of Housing and Community Affairs v. Inclusive Communities Project*, a case that concerned the legality of using tax credits to concentrate low-
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357. *See generally* McCleskey v. Kemp, 481 U.S. 279 (1987). More specifically, all individuals convicted of murder were 4.3 times more likely to receive the death penalty if their victims were white than black. *See id.* at 287. In addition, blacks convicted of murder were, overall, 1.1 times more likely to be sentenced to death than white convicts. *See id.* Accordingly, blacks convicted of murdering white victims were the most likely class of defendants to receive the death penalty, and the differences were statistically significant. *See id.* The raw data also showed that, prior to adjustment for nonracial factors, the death penalty was imposed in 22% of the cases involving black defendants and white victims, but it was imposed in only 1% of the cases involving black defendants and black victims. *See id.* at 286.

358. *See id.* at 286-87.


360. *See generally id.* (rejecting the disparate impact standard as a saving construction to avoid potential unconstitutionality of Title VII).

361. *See id.* at 563, 582-93.

362. *See id.* at 594-96 (Scalia, J., concurring).
income housing in inner-city neighborhoods rather than suburbs. The Court did not invalidate the statutory disparate impact standard in that case, but it did reiterate its Ricci concern that disparate impact standards had to be “properly limited” in order to avoid a constitutional violation. The Supreme Court’s sympathy for racial disparities in the allocation of societal resources seems to be so strong that the Court may actually end up invalidating statutory disparate impact standards in order to avoid having to invalidate the practices that produce racially disparate impacts.

In Husted v. A. Philip Randolph Institute, the Supreme Court upheld the federal statutory validity of an Ohio program allowing voters to be purged from the voting rolls after they had not voted in recent elections and had not confirmed their addresses. The Court did so despite the fact that the Ohio voter purge program was widely understood as an effort to target minority voters and other voting populations who tend to vote for Democrats in a way that was reminiscent of the historical race-based voter suppression purges that gave rise to the federal statutes at issue. It also upheld the Ohio program despite the fact that the supposed danger of voting fraud has been found to be virtually nonexistent.

B. Racial Balance

The most direct solution to the problem of racial disparities in the allocation of societal resources would be to pursue strategies that were designed to promote racial balance in the allocation of those resources. But that is something that the Supreme Court has expressly, emphatically, and repeatedly read the Constitution to prohibit. In Grutter v. Bollinger, one of the few cases since 1990 in which the Court has actually upheld a racial affirmative action program, Justice O’Connor’s majority opinion stated that, “The Law School’s interest is not simply ‘to assure within its student body some specified percentage of a particular group merely because of its race or ethnic origin.’ . . . That would amount to outright racial balancing, which is
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367. See id. at 1850-52 (Breyer, J., dissenting); id. at 1863-65 (Sotomayor, J., dissenting).
368. See Oppose Voter ID Legislation—Fact Sheet, supra note 154.
patently unconstitutional.”

Justice O’Connor traced that view back to Justice Powell’s frequently cited opinion in Regents of the University of California v. Bakke and noted that it had been reaffirmed in the subsequent cases of Freeman v. Pitts and City of Richmond v. J.A. Croson Co. The Supreme Court has since repeatedly reiterated that proposition in Fisher v University of Texas at Austin (Fisher I), Parents Involved in Community Schools v. Seattle School District No. 1, and Fisher v. University of Texas at Austin (Fisher II). There is little doubt concerning the depth of the Court’s antipathy to the direct pursuit of racial balance.

One cannot help but wonder why the Supreme Court is so adamantly opposed to the pursuit of racial balance. The Court sometimes says that the use of race-conscious remedies to promote racial balance would be inconsistent with our aspirational objective of achieving a colorblind, race-neutral society. The concept is captured perhaps most clearly by the language of Justice Harlan’s dissenting opinion in Plessy v. Ferguson, where he says that “[o]ur constitution is color-blind, and neither knows nor tolerates classes among citizens.” Indeed, the color-blind Constitution metaphor is invoked most forcefully by Justices who most tenaciously oppose the reallocation of resources through affirmative action.

There are problems with this color-blind Constitution justification for the Court’s hostility to racial balance. As Justice Brennan pointed out in his Bakke opinion, the concept of a color-blind Constitution must be aspirational rather than descriptive in nature. It
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370. Id. at 329-30.
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would be difficult to characterize as descriptively color-blind a Constitution that initially protected the institution of slavery and then went on to protect the institution of Jim Crow segregation even after adoption of the Reconstruction amendments. It is also worth noting that the conception of a color-blind Constitution that Justice Harlan was invoking in Plessy hardly corresponds to anything that we would view as color blindness today. In the first sentence of the paragraph containing his color-blind Constitution admonition, Justice Harlan also said:

The white race deems itself to be the dominant race in this country. And so it is, in prestige, in achievements, in education, in wealth, and in power. So, I doubt not, it will continue to be for all time, if it remains true to its great heritage, and holds fast to the principles of constitutional liberty.

A conception of color blindness that tolerates such white supremacy lacks any normative appeal.

But the most serious problem with viewing aspirational color blindness as an impediment to racial balance is that prospective, color-blind race neutrality bears no relationship to racial equality where races are not similarly situated to begin with. If, as in the United States, whites have been given a head start in the race to accumulate societal resources, using a commitment to color-blind race neutrality does not promote racial equality. Rather, it freezes existing inequalities and perpetuates white privilege. There is nothing unequal about telling those who were improperly given a head start that they have to slow down until those without the illegitimate head start have a chance to catch up. When racial groups are not similarly situated to begin with, a color-blind insistence on treating them the same is not treating them equally. It is subjecting them to continued racial discrimination.

The Supreme Court seems to have overlooked this basic truth in Schuette v. Coalition to Defend Affirmative Action. There the Court upheld a populist voter initiative amendment to the Michigan Constitution that prohibited affirmative action. The Court viewed the amendment as constitutionally unobjectionable because it merely insisted on the same prospective race neutrality that was required by the Equal Protection Clause itself. But the only affirmative action plans that would be barred by the Michigan voter initiative were plans that could survive strict scrutiny as the least restrictive means of achieving a compelling governmental interest. Other affirmative action plans would already be unconstitutional. As a result, the
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affirmative action prohibition that the Supreme Court upheld in Schuette applied only to plans that were necessary to combat the racial discrimination that the now-prohibited affirmative action plans sought to remedy.

The Supreme Court’s aversion to racial balance may also be rooted in its belief that the Equal Protection Clause does not permit the use of race-conscious efforts to remedy general “societal discrimination.” As with racial balance, the Court has repeatedly and emphatically insisted that the goal of reducing societal discrimination falls outside the scope of constitutionally permissible race-conscious objectives.383 Once again, however, it is far from clear why the objective of reducing societal discrimination should be deemed illegitimate. I would have thought that the whole point of the Fourteenth Amendment was to reduce the societal discrimination that predictably persisted after the abolition of slavery because of the racial caste system on which slavery was based.384 It seems clear that racial biases continue to permeate American culture.385 But, perversely, it is precisely because those biases are so pervasive, generalized, and structural that the Supreme Court says they do not count as a form of intentional discrimination for constitutional purposes under Washington v. Davis.

The Court says that societal discrimination is out of bounds because the Equal Protection Clause is a repository of individual rights and not group rights.386 But that makes little sense. If an individual is discriminated against because of his or her membership in a racial group, that individual is not being harmed because of his or her individual characteristics. The harm is being inflicted precisely because of the individual’s membership in a racial group. And the concomitant


384. See supra Section I.A.

385. See supra Section II.B.

386. See Grutter, 539 U.S. at 323 (asserting that the Equal Protection Clause safeguards individual rights rather than group rights).
benefits to whites flow precisely from the fact that they are members of a white racial group. Once again, the Supreme Court’s prohibition on efforts to remedy societal discrimination seems best understood as yet another way in which the Court is simply insulating existing white privilege from efforts to achieve a more racially equitable distribution of resources.

If we actually lived in the color-blind, race-neutral society that Justice Harlan envisioned in Plessy, resources would be distributed in a racially proportional manner. And there would be no general societal discrimination because, by hypothesis, our society would be nondiscriminatory. That makes it even harder to understand why the Supreme Court does not welcome efforts to approximate the resource allocations that would exist in such a culture rather than deeming such efforts to be “patently unconstitutional.” It seems that we can aspire to the status of a nondiscriminatory culture, but we cannot actually try to become one.

The Supreme Court’s aversion to resource redistribution has now caused it to invalidate most of the affirmative action programs that it has considered since 1990. Ignoring the fact that whites and racial minorities are not similarly situated with respect to the distribution of resources, the Court appears to view racial affirmative action as a form of reverse discrimination against whites. The Court’s will-
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ingness to protect the interests of whites over the interests of racial minorities has caused it to issue some decisions that seem quite strained. In *Adarand Constructors v. Peña*, the Court subjected to strict scrutiny a federal statutory scheme that gave bonuses to construction contractors if they hired subcontractors who were economically and socially disadvantaged. The feature of the statutory scheme that triggered strict scrutiny was its inclusion of a rebuttable presumption that women and racial minorities were socially and economically disadvantaged in the construction industry. One would have thought that such a presumption was self-evidently correct, and certainly correct enough to warrant a presumption that could be rebutted by contrary facts in individual cases. Nevertheless, the Court held that the presumption was constitutionally suspect under the Equal Protection Clause. The Court apparently thinks that it is now unconstitutional even to believe that racial minorities remain socially and economically disadvantaged. The holding was reminiscent of the Court’s earlier decision in *Croson*, where the virtual absence of minorities in the Richmond construction trades did not count as evidence of prior racial discrimination.

*Adarand* also refused to distinguish between benign and invidious racial classifications. *Metro Broadcasting v. FCC*, a 1990 Supreme Court decision, had held that intermediate rather than strict scrutiny applied to benign affirmative action plans. However, Justice O’Connor’s opinion in *Adarand* overruled *Metro Broadcasting* and held that strict scrutiny applied to all racial classifications whether benign or invidious. In his *Adarand* dissent, Justice Stevens characterized Justice O’Connor’s opinion as not being able to
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395. *See Adarand*, 515 U.S. at 227 (overruling *Metro Broadcasting* and applying strict scrutiny to all racial classifications).
distinguish between a no trespassing sign and a welcome mat.\textsuperscript{396} For purposes of equal protection scrutiny, it did not matter whether the government was trying to remedy racial disparities or was trying to perpetuate them.

Sometimes it seems as if the Supreme Court actually views its mission as that of perpetuating the oppression of racial minorities. Not only did the Court invalidate voluntary school board efforts to prevent resegregation in \textit{Parents Involved},\textsuperscript{397} but the Court seems intent on ensuring that racial minorities remain underrepresented in the electoral process as well. In \textit{Shaw v. Reno},\textsuperscript{398} the Court recognized an Equal Protection cause of action for white voters who wished to challenge the creation of majority–minority voting districts—districts that in some jurisdictions had sent the first black representatives to Congress since Reconstruction.\textsuperscript{399} In \textit{Miller v. Johnson}, the Court actually invalidated such a majority–minority district after it had been adopted to comply with the Voting Rights Act of 1965 because race had been the “predominant factor” used in drawing the district lines.\textsuperscript{400}

The \textit{Shaw} Court’s justification for recognizing a cause of action for white voters was that drawing district lines to create majority–minority voting districts perpetuated the racial stereotype that minorities share political interests and vote alike.\textsuperscript{401} The stereotype seems true enough, as everyone would concede that racial bloc voting is extremely common. But Justice Stevens pointed out an underlying incoherence in the majority’s reasoning.\textsuperscript{402} In his \textit{Miller} dissent, Justice Stevens noted that the recognition of any injury suffered by a white voter as a result of being placed in a majority–minority voting district rested on precisely the same stereotype about racial voting that the majority was disavowing.\textsuperscript{403} The only way that a white voter would be injured by being placed in a majority–minority district would be from the fear that minority officials elected from that district would
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\textsuperscript{403} \textit{See id.} at 929-32 (Stevens, J., dissenting).
not adequately represent the interests of the white voter.\textsuperscript{404} Alternatively, a white voter might simply fear that majority–minority districts would allow the election of too many minorities to Congress—a fear that would also rest on the same stereotyped views of racial minorities.

In \textit{Shelby County v. Holder}, the Supreme Court went so far as to invalidate § 4 of the Voting Rights Act in a way that precluded continued use of the § 5 preclearance provision—a provision that had successfully been used to prevent jurisdictions with a history of voting discrimination from making unapproved discriminatory changes to their voting districts or procedures.\textsuperscript{405} The decision seemed both gratuitous and suspect because the Voting Rights Act provisions at issue were not only very effective, but they had frequently, recently, and overwhelmingly been reauthorized by a bipartisan Congress.\textsuperscript{406} The Supreme Court seems intent on helping whites maintain their superiority to racial minorities in the distribution of virtually all of society’s valuable resources, even those that are most fundamental to our democratic form of government.

The Supreme Court’s doctrinal approach to affirmative action is itself racially discriminatory. As Daniel Farber has explained, under the \textit{Washington v. Davis} and \textit{Feeney} intentional discrimination standards, disparate impact that harms racial minorities does not count as a racial classification unless it occurs “because of” an invidious intent to harm racial minorities.\textsuperscript{407} However, the disparate impact that harms whites as a result of affirmative action \textit{does} count as a racial classification, even though it occurs “in spite of” a benign intent to benefit disadvantaged racial minorities.\textsuperscript{408} Accordingly, when the District of Columbia police department in \textit{Washington v. Davis} uses a verbal skills test to hire police officers, the racially disparate impact of that test is not subject to strict scrutiny \textit{because of} the fact that the police department was not intending the incidental harm to blacks. However, when the federal government in \textit{Adarand} gives a bonus to construction contractors for hiring disadvantaged subcontractors, the
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racially disparate impact of the bonus is subject to strict scrutiny in spite of the fact that the government was not intending the incidental harm to whites. The Court uses a more stringent standard of intentional discrimination when minorities are harmed than when whites are harmed.

It is true that affirmative action tends to make facial use of racial classifications whereas contemporary societal practices that harm racial minorities tend to be facially neutral. But the disparate impact is precisely the same, so it is not clear why the presence or absence of facial discrimination should matter when the underlying intent is the same. That distinction would make sense only if the Supreme Court were more interested in the form rather than the substance of racial discrimination. But it seems that the Supreme Court is primarily concerned with substance. What it cares about most is the race of the victim when it is called upon to decide whether discrimination violates the Equal Protection Clause of the Constitution. White victims usually win. And these days, it seems that minority victims almost always lose.

The Supreme Court appears to be serving as a mere conduit for the private discriminatory biases that permeate the culture. And it is doing so in direct contravention of its holding in Palmore v. Sidoti that such judicial behavior is unconstitutional.

CONCLUSION

As the title of this Article suggests, everyone knows that we live in a racially discriminatory culture. The racially disparate impact of the manner in which we have allocated virtually all important societal resources simply speaks for itself. Nevertheless, we remain intent on denying that any significant amount of invidious racial discrimination persists. We invoke a variety of rationalizations to deflect the impact of the racial distribution statistics. Moreover, our overt, implicit, and structural biases leave us predisposed to view those rationalizations as legitimate. We call on the Supreme Court to interpret the constitutional concept of equality in ways that will allow us to continue indulging our discriminatory attitudes and practices without feeling that we have abandoned our nobler commitment to the abstraction of racial justice. And the Supreme Court has been
remarkably adept at helping us to do this. From its *Dred Scott*\(^{411}\) protection of slavery to its *Parents Involved*\(^{412}\) conclusion that *Brown*\(^{413}\) requires the resegregation of public schools, the Court has succeeded in making racial discrimination appear completely constitutional. Creating a constitutional requirement of *intentional discrimination* and a constitutional prohibition on the pursuit of *racial balance*, the Court has ensured that the Equal Protection Clause will pose no threat to the continued maintenance of general *societal discrimination*.

We know, of course, that all of this is going on. But we are unwilling to admit that we have an addiction to the racial discrimination that it entails. The lure of continued white privilege is simply too strong to be resisted, even when we are told that it constitutes the contemporary form of white supremacy. As long as our discriminatory inclinations can be relegated to unconscious, implicit, and structural modes of operation, they do not threaten our collective self-image. Although whites and racial minorities are far from similarly situated with respect to their access to societal resources, we nevertheless continue to believe that the constitutional requirement of racial equality can be satisfied through a form of prospective, color-blind race neutrality that perpetuates the existing discriminatory distribution of resources.

The culture’s denial of its continuing commitment to racial inequality would seem to doom any prospects for a meaningful process of truth and reconciliation in post-Ferguson America. As the post-Ferguson shootings of unarmed blacks by white police officers persist, I cannot help but fear that substantial segments of American culture—including segments that have occupied the Trump and Sessions Departments of Justice—view Ferguson as something that is to be emulated rather than condemned. Ironically, the admission that we have no cultural interest in attaining any meaningful level of racial equality may be a threshold requirement to advancing the goal of racial justice. If we realize that the only way we can ever achieve racial equality is by pre-committing ourselves to take actions that we would otherwise never take on our own, we may be able to achieve a measure
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of nondiscriminatory behavioral equality. And in time, maybe a measure of unbiased attitudinal equality might also emerge.